
Radiologist Meeting Minutes 
March 25, 2013 

 
Attendees:   Elizabeth Ey, John Ey, Dawn Light, Mark Warren, Melanie Wilson, April Madden, Craig 
Carr, Tricia Luckhaupt, Joanne Hand, and Nicole Manns 

1. Update on Replacement Fluoro (CC):  Jerry from Facilities is finalizing the construction 
schedule for the Fluoro Rooms (A & F) and the soonest construction will start is mid April.  They 
will be constructing and installing one fluoro room at a time, will wait one week, and then start on 
the second fluoro room.  The Fluoro schedules will be blocked accordingly.  
 

2. Update on C-arms, Digital Portable (CC):  We now have a quote on the wireless and it must 
go through the CAB. April will be keeping an update on this.  April will also be emailing the 
portable download locations to all appropriate fluoro staff. A request for a network drop will be 
requested for the ICU so that there will be download capability in that location.  The company will 
be here for 3 days doing applications for the C-arms which will start on 3-25-13.  Dr. Ey did 
mention that the digital clock is off and wants the time the tech takes the image on the film.  
 

3. Update on Powerscribe Upgrade (AM):  Powerscribe will be starting its patch/fix upgrade on 
Thursday morning at 12 am. April will be available for management of this upgrade.  This 
upgrade should fix all issues and errors that Powerscribe is currently having.  This upgrade’s 
completion is also mandatory in order to prepare for the Powerscribe 360 upgrade in the future.  
Home Stations will also need the upgrade and each Radiologist will decide if they want April to 
come to their home and do the upgrade for them or do it themselves.  Each Radiologist will notify 
April of their preference for download. 
 

4. New GJ tube trial (EE):  Dr. Warren did trial one of the new GJ tube on a patient. Craig showed 
the brochure/pamphlet to Drs. Ey and Light and it was decided to get pricing on the tubes and 
see if we can get samples for a trial use.  Craig will be checking in to this with the assistance of 
the Purchasing Department. 
 

5. Eovist on the Formulary (EE):  Eovist is now on the formulary (liver agent).  Eovist has the 
same contraindications as Magnavist. Dr. Pence is on the Pharmacy and Therapeutics  
Committee and is aware of this addition to the formulary.   

 
6. Outside Reads (JE):  John reported on the Outside Reads audit which has been very beneficial.  

The outside reads for January and February are matching the billing that has been sent out by 
DPI billing services.  Having the Radiologists do the outside reads has been both beneficial in 
customer service areas as well as financial as well.  Monthly averages on outside reads are 112-
123 on any given month.  

 

Next Radiologist Monthly Meeting is on April 29th, 2013 at 12:30 p.m. in the Radiology Conference Room. 


